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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Machine Learning and Data
Mining in Pattern Recognition, MLDM 2015, held in Hamburg, Germany in July 2015. The 41 full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 123 submissions. The topics range from theoretical topics for classification,
clustering, association rule and pattern mining to specific data mining methods for the different multimedia data types
such as image mining, text mining, video mining and Web mining.
Christian-Muslim Relations, a Bibliographical History, volume 8 (CMR 8) is a history of everything that was written on
relations in the period 1600-1700 in Northern and Eastern Europe. Its detailed entries contain descriptions, assessments
and comprehensive bibliographical details about individual works.
Examines current debates about the actual authors of Shakespeare's plays, citing challenges from famous historical
figures while discussing the sources of modern doubts and the author's own beliefs.
Shakespeare's international status as a literary icon is largely based on his masterful use of the English language, yet
beyond Britain his plays and poems are read and performed mainly in translation. Shakespeare and the Language of
Translation addresses this apparent contradiction and is the first major survey of its kind. Covering the many ways in
which the translation of Shakespeare's works is practised and studied from Bulgaria to Japan, South Africa to Germany,
it also discusses the translation of Macbeth into Scots and of Romeo and Juliet into British Sign Language. The collection
places renderings of Shakespeare's works aimed at the page and the stage in their multiple cultural contexts, including
gender, race and nation, as well as personal and postcolonial politics. Shakespeare's impact on nations and cultures all
around the world is increasingly a focus for study and debate. As a result, the international performance of Shakespeare
and Shakespeare in translation have become areas of growing popularity for both under- and post-graduate study, for
which this book provides a valuable companion.
This companion volume to The New Oxford Shakespeare: The Complete Works concentrates on the issues of canon and
chronology. This major work in attribution studies presents in full the evidence behind the choices made in The Complete
Works about which works Shakespeare wrote, in whole or part.
The question of who wrote Shakespeare’s plays has been the subject of furious debate among scholars for over 150
years. Everything known about the facts of William Shakespeare’s life seems incompatible with the extraordinary genius
of his writing. How could a man who left school at the age of 13, and apparently never travelled abroad have authored
the incomparable Sonnets or so intricately described Renaissance Venice? Shakespeare ‘candidates’ abound, among
them Sir Francis Bacon, The Earl of Oxford, even Queen Elizabeth I herself, but none have stood up to serious scrutiny.
Until now.... This remarkable, intriguing, and provocative book offers a completely plausible new candidate; Sir Henry
Neville.
Presenting a collection of studies that exemplify what content analysts do and how they solve problems in applying this
methodology, this book offers readers additional insights into designing and conducting their own research. It enables
readers to learn the process of conducting content analysis research whether used as a companion to Krippendorff's
Content Analysis text, as a supplemental text for content analysis courses, or as an introduction to content analysis by
examples.
"The history of the Shakespeare controversy is presented in this revised edition of the 1992 work, with new information
and additional chapters. Part I documents and assesses the important theories on the authorship question. Part II is an
annotated bibliography, arranged chronologically, of the works that deal with the controversy from its vague beginnings to
the present"--Provided by publisher.
"Plunging into the complexities of Elizabethan history, Hess raises a host of provocative questions about Shakespeare's
identity and the controversial character of the 17th earl of Oxford, the leading candidate for authorship honors. Wide
reading informs his answers, and he doesn't shy from proposing linkages, motivations and ingenious theories to make
sense of the historical records and answer the many questions about Oxford's life. His work on Don Juan of Austria may
well prove to have opened a new perspective on that military leader's connection to Shakespeare." -Richard F. Whalen,
author, Shakespeare: Who Was He? "The Dark Side of Shakespeare is an original and stimulating book that takes the
authorship debate in unexpected new directions. Even those who reject its conclusions will find plenty to think about."
-Joseph Sobran, author, "Alias Shakespeare"
Demonstrates that William Shakespeare of Stratford-upon-Avon really did write the plays and poems attributed to him via
a literary forensics case that puts all other authorship theories to rest.
Properly analyzed, the collective mythological and religious writings of humanity reveal that around 1500 BC, a comet
swept perilously close to Earth, triggering widespread natural disasters and threatening the destruction of all life before
settling into solar orbit as Venus, our nearest planetary neighbor. Sound implausible? Well, from 1950 until the late
1970s, a huge number of people begged to differ, as they devoured Immanuel Velikovsky’s major best-seller, Worlds in
Collision, insisting that perhaps this polymathic thinker held the key to a new science and a new history. Scientists, on the
other hand, assaulted Velikovsky’s book, his followers, and his press mercilessly from the get-go. In The Pseudoscience
Wars, Michael D. Gordin resurrects the largely forgotten figure of Velikovsky and uses his strange career and surprisingly
influential writings to explore the changing definitions of the line that separates legitimate scientific inquiry from what is
deemed bunk, and to show how vital this question remains to us today. Drawing on a wealth of previously unpublished
material from Velikovsky’s personal archives, Gordin presents a behind-the-scenes history of the writer’s career, from
his initial burst of success through his growing influence on the counterculture, heated public battles with such luminaries
as Carl Sagan, and eventual eclipse. Along the way, he offers fascinating glimpses into the histories and effects of other
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fringe doctrines, including creationism, Lysenkoism, parapsychology, and more—all of which have surprising connections
to Velikovsky’s theories. Science today is hardly universally secure, and scientists seem themselves beset by critics,
denialists, and those they label “pseudoscientists”—as seen all too clearly in battles over evolution and climate change.
The Pseudoscience Wars simultaneously reveals the surprising Cold War roots of our contemporary dilemma and points
readers to a different approach to drawing the line between knowledge and nonsense.
The "Dark Side of Shakespeare" trilogy by W. Ron Hess has been his 20-year undertaking to try to fill-in many of the
gaps in knowledge of Shakespeare's personality and times. The first two volumes investigated wide-ranging topics,
including the key intellectual attributes that Shakespeare exhibited in his works, including the social and political events of
the 1570s to early-1600s. This was when Hess believes the Bard's works were being "originated" (the earliest phases of
artistry, from conception or inspiration to the first of multiple iterations of "writing"). Hess highlights a peculiar fascination
that the Bard had with the half-brother of Spain's Philip II, the heroic Don Juan of Austria, or in 1571 "the Victor of
Lepanto." From that fascination, as determined by characters based on Don Juan in the plays (e.g., the villain "Don John"
in "Much Ado")and other matters, Hess even made so bold as to propose a series of phases from the mid-1570s to
mid-80s in which he feels each Shakespeare play had been originated, or some early form of each play then existed -- if
not in writing, at least in the Bard's imagination. Thus, the creative process Hess describes is a vastly more protracted on
than most Shakespeare scholars would admit to -- the absurd notion that the Bard would jot off the lines of a work in a
few days or weeks and then immediately have it performed on the public stage or published shortly thereafter still
dominates orthodox dating systems for the canon. Hess draws on the works of many other scholars for using "topical
allusions" within each work in order to set practical limits for when the "origination" and subsequent "alterations" of each
play occurred. In the trilogy's Volume III, Hess continues to amplify a heroic "knight-errant" personality type that
Shakespeare's very "pen-name" may have been drawn from, a type which envied and transcended the brutal chivalry of
Don Juan. This was channeled into a patriotic anti-Spanish and pro-British imperial spirit -- particularly with regard to
reforming and improving the English language so that it could rival the Greco-Roman, Italian, and Frenchpoetic traditions
-- one-upping the best that the greats of antiquity and the Renaissance had achieved in literature. In fact, as vast as the
story is that Hess tells in his three volumes, there is a huge volume of material he is making available out of print (on his
webpage at http://home.earthlink.net/~beornshall/index.html and via a "Volume IV" that he plans to offer on CD for a
nominal cost via his e-mail BeornsHall@earthlink.net). Among this added material is a searchable 1,000-page
Chronological listing of "Everything" that Hess deems relevant to Shakespeare and his age, or to the providing of the
canon to modern times. Hess feels that discernable patterns can be detected through that chronology that help to
illuminate the roles of others in the Bard's circle, such as Anthony Munday and Thomas Heywood. The network of 16th
and 17th century "Stationers" (printers, publishers, and book sellers) and their often curious doings provide many of
those patterns. Hess invites his readers to help to continuously update the Chronology and other materials, so that those
can remain worthwhile research resources for all to use. For, the mysteries of Shakespeare and his age can only be
unraveled through fully understanding the patterns within.
Did Shakespeare write Shakespeare? This authoritative collection of essays brings fresh perspectives to bear on an
intriguing cultural phenomenon.
Excerpt from The Young Man From Stratford: A Juryman's View of the Bacon-Shakespeare Controversy This poison
works by argument, and the safest precaution against infection is to know exactly what argument really is. To change the
simile, argument may be called a Court of Law wherein the witnesses are Facts, the lawyers are Inference, Deduction
and Analogy, the judge is Analysis, and the jury Man kind. In this little book that I have ventured to write I hope to have
shown that for Shakespeare there are a few lawyers and a few witnesses, while for Bacon there are many lawyers and
no witnesses. Inference, k.c., can work up many damaging looking things arising out of various simple, and to average
minds, ordinary and easily understandable circumstances, but he is not allowed to give his opinion on the facts that the
Circe of the West who first brewed this lep'rous distilment bore the significant name of Delia Bacon. We need not speak
of her sad end. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find
more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses stateof-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present
in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in
our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
The Merchant of Venice has been performed more often than any other comedy by Shakespeare. Molly Mahood pays special attention to the
expectations of the play's first audience, and to our modern experience of seeing and hearing the play. In a substantial new addition to the
Introduction, Charles Edelman focuses on the play's sexual politics and recent scholarship devoted to the position of Jews in Shakespeare's
time. He surveys the international scope and diversity of theatrical interpretations of The Merchant in the 1980s and 1990s and their different
ways of tackling the troubling figure of Shylock.
Unlock the more straightforward side of The Taming of the Shrew with this concise and insightful summary and analysis! This engaging
summary presents an analysis of The Taming of the Shrew by William Shakespeare, a comedy which centres on the marriage of Katherine, a
young woman who is considered quarrelsome and unpleasant, and Petruccio, who decides to ignore her reputation and marry her for her
money. Over the course of the play, Petruccio subjects Katherine to increasingly cruel treatment, until she eventually declares her obedience
to him. William Shakespeare is considered one of the greatest playwrights in English literary history, and the popularity of his works remains
undiminished even today, several centuries after his death. Find out everything you need to know about The Taming of the Shrew in a
fraction of the time! This in-depth and informative reading guide brings you: • A complete plot summary • Character studies • Key themes
and symbols • Questions for further reflection Why choose BrightSummaries.com? Available in print and digital format, our publications are
designed to accompany you on your reading journey. The clear and concise style makes for easy understanding, providing the perfect
opportunity to improve your literary knowledge in no time. See the very best of literature in a whole new light with BrightSummaries.com!
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Drawing on a wealth of unpublished archival material, this study offers a comprehensive assessment of the importance of theatrical
performance in Vladimir Nabokov's thinking and writing. Siggy Frank provides fresh insights into Nabokov's wider aesthetics and arrives at
new readings of his narrative fiction. As well as emphasising the importance of theatrical performance to our understanding of Nabokov's
texts, she demonstrates that the theme of theatricality runs through the central concerns of Nabokov's art and life: the nature of fiction, the
relationship between the author and his fictional world, textual origin and derivation, authorial control and textual property, literary
appropriations and adaptations, and finally the transformation of the writer himself from the Russian émigré writer Sirin to the American
novelist Nabokov.
Is it “just words” when a lawyer cross-examines a rape victim in the hopes of getting her to admit an interest in her attacker? Is it “just
words” when the Supreme Court hands down a decision or when business people draw up a contract? In tackling the question of how an
abstract entity exerts concrete power, Just Words focuses on what has become the central issue in law and language research: what
language reveals about the nature of legal power. John M. Conley, William M. O'Barr, and Robin Conley Riner show how the microdynamics
of the legal process and the largest questions of justice can be fruitfully explored through the field of linguistics. Each chapter covers a
language-based approach to a different area of the law, from the cross-examinations of victims and witnesses to the inequities of divorce
mediation. Combining analysis of common legal events with a broad range of scholarship on language and law, Just Words seeks the reality
of power in the everyday practice and application of the law. As the only study of its type, the book is the definitive treatment of the topic and
will be welcomed by students and specialists alike. This third edition brings this essential text up to date with new chapters on nonverbal, or
“multimodal,” communication in legal settings and law, language, and race.
The Shakespeare Authorship question - the question of who wrote Shakespeare's plays and who the man we know as Shakespeare was - is
a subject which fascinates millions of people the world over and can be seen as a major cultural phenomenon. However, much discussion of
the question exists on the very margins of academia, deemed by most Shakespearean academics as unimportant or, indeed, of interest only
to conspiracy theorists. Yet, many academics find the Authorship question interesting and worthy of analysis in theoretical and philosophical
terms. This collection brings together leading literary and cultural critics to explore the Authorship question as a social, cultural and even
theological phenomenon and consider it in all its rich diversity and significance.
A fascinating look at one of English literature's greatest mysteries.
The debate over the true author of the Shakespeare canon has raged for centuries. Astonishingly little evidence supports the traditional belief
that Will Shakespeare, the actor and businessman from Stratford-upon-Avon, was the author. Legendary figures such as Mark Twain, Walt
Whitman and Sigmund Freud have all expressed grave doubts that an uneducated man who apparently owned no books and never left
England wrote plays and poems that consistently reflect a learned and well-traveled insider's perspective on royal courts and the ancient
feudal nobility. Recent scholarship has turned to Edward de Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford-an Elizabethan court playwright known to have written
in secret and who had ample means, motive and opportunity to in fact have assumed the "Shakespeare" disguise. "Shakespeare" by Another
Name is the literary biography of Edward de Vere as "Shakespeare." This groundbreaking book tells the story of de Vere's action-packed lifeas Renaissance man, spendthrift, courtier, wit, student, scoundrel, patron, military adventurer, and, above all, prolific ghostwriter-finding in it
the background material for all of The Bard's works. Biographer Mark Anderson incorporates a wealth of new evidence, including de Vere's
personal copy of the Bible (in which de Vere underlines scores of passages that are also prominent Shakespearean biblical references).

The main arguments for and against the theory that Edward de Vere, the seventeenth earl of Oxford, used William
Shakespeare as a pseudonym.
A remarkable resurgence of interest has taken place over recent years in a biographical approach to the work of early
modern poets and dramatists, in particular to the plays and poems of Shakespeare, Marlowe and Jonson. The
contributors to this volume approach the topic in a manner that is at once critically and historically alert. They
acknowledge that the biographical evidence for all three authors is limited, thus throwing the emphasis acutely on
interpretation. In addition to new scholarship, the essays are valuable for their awareness of the challenges posed by
recent redirections of critical methodology. Scepticism and self-criticism are marked features of the writing gathered here.
Previous edition, 1st, published in 1998.
This edition first published in 1962. The Shakespeare Claimants is a critical survey of the great controversy that has
raged over the authorship of the Shakespearean plays. It provides the general reader with an outline history of this
controversy and with a full description and analysis of the main anti-Stratfordian arguments. This book concentrates on
the four main claimants: Bacon, Oxford, Derby and Marlowe. The book contains an extensive bibliography and footnotes
to guide the reader through the text.
**Winner of the 2021 International Book Award in Narrative Non-Fiction** The true story of a self-taught Shakespeare
sleuth’s quest to prove his eye-opening theory about the source of the world’s most famous plays, taking readers inside
the vibrant era of Elizabethan England as well as the contemporary scene of Shakespeare scholars and obsessives.
Acclaimed author of The Map Thief, Michael Blanding presents the twinning narratives of renegade scholar Dennis
McCarthy, called “the Steve Jobs of the Shakespeare community,” and Sir Thomas North, an Elizabethan courtier whom
McCarthy believes to be the undiscovered source for Shakespeare’s plays. For the last fifteen years, McCarthy has
obsessively pursued the true origins of Shakespeare’s works. Using plagiarism software, he has found direct links
between Hamlet, Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet, and other plays and North’s published and unpublished writings—as well
as Shakespearean plotlines seemingly lifted straight from North’s colorful life. Unlike those who believe someone else
secretly wrote Shakespeare, McCarthy’s wholly original conclusion is this: Shakespeare wrote the plays, but he adapted
them from source plays written by North decades before. Many of them, he believes, were penned on behalf of North’s
patron Robert Dudley, in his efforts to woo Queen Elizabeth. That bold theory addresses many lingering mysteries about
the Bard with compelling new evidence, including a newly discovered journal of North’s travels through France and Italy,
filled with locations and details appearing in Shakespeare’s plays. North by Shakespeare alternates between the
enigmatic life of Thomas North, the intrigues of the Tudor court, the rivalries of English Renaissance theater, and
academic outsider Dennis McCarthy’s attempts to air his provocative ideas in the clubby world of Shakespearean
scholarship. Through it all, Blanding employs his keen journalistic eye to craft a captivating drama, upending our
understanding of the beloved playwright and his “singular genius.”
Instead of asserting any alleged rivalry between Marlowe and Shakespeare, Sawyer examines the literary reception of
the two when the writers are placed in tandem during critical discourse or artistic production. Focusing on specific
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examples from the last 400 years, the study begins with Robert Greene’s comments in 1592 and ends with the post-9/11
and 7/7 era. The study not only looks at literary critics and their assessments, but also at playwrights such as Aphra
Behn, novelists such as Anthony Burgess, and late twentieth-century movie and theatre directors. The work concludes by
showing how the most recent outbreak of Marlowe as Shakespeare’s ghostwriter accelerates due to a climate of
conspiracy, including “belief echoes,” which presently permeate our cultural and critical discourse.
One of the New York Times Ten Best Books of the Year • A National Book Critics Circle Award Finalist • A New York
Times Notable Book A timely exploration of what Shakespeare’s plays reveal about our divided land. “In this sprightly
and enthralling book . . . Shapiro amply demonstrates [that] for Americans the politics of Shakespeare are not confined to
the public realm, but have enormous relevance in the sphere of private life.” —The Guardian (London) The plays of
William Shakespeare are rare common ground in the United States. For well over two centuries, Americans of all
stripes—presidents and activists, soldiers and writers, conservatives and liberals alike—have turned to Shakespeare’s
works to explore the nation’s fault lines. In a narrative arching from Revolutionary times to the present day, leading
scholar James Shapiro traces the unparalleled role of Shakespeare’s four-hundred-year-old tragedies and comedies in
illuminating the many concerns on which American identity has turned. From Abraham Lincoln’s and his assassin, John
Wilkes Booth’s, competing Shakespeare obsessions to the 2017 controversy over the staging of Julius Caesar in Central
Park, in which a Trump-like leader is assassinated, Shakespeare in a Divided America reveals how no writer has been
more embraced, more weaponized, or has shed more light on the hot-button issues in our history.
Amelia Bassano Lanier is proved to be a strong candidate for authorship of Shakespeare's plays: Hudson looks at the
fascinating life of this woman, believed by many to be the dark lady of the sonnets, and presents the case that she may
have written Shakespeare's plays.
Why do Shakespeare and the English Bible seem to have an inherent relationship with each other? How have these two
monumental traditions in the history of the book functioned as mutually reinforcing sources of cultural authority? How do
material books and related reading practices serve as specific sites of intersection between these two textual traditions?
This collection makes a significant intervention in our understanding of Shakespeare, the Bible, and the role of textual
materiality in the construction of cultural authority. Departing from conventional source study, it questions the often
naturalized links between the Shakespearean and biblical corpora, examining instead the historically contingent ways
these links have been forged. The volume brings together leading scholars in Shakespeare, book history, and the Bible
as literature, whose essays converge on the question of Scripture as source versus Scripture as process—whether that
scripture is biblical or Shakespearean—and in turn explore themes such as cultural authority, pedagogy, secularism,
textual scholarship, and the materiality of texts. Covering an historical span from Shakespeare’s post-Reformation era to
present-day Northern Ireland, the volume uncovers how Shakespeare and the Bible’s intertwined histories illuminate the
enduring tensions between materiality and transcendence in the history of the book.
The author explains that history and context determine a principle's content and power and that "intellectual and religious
liberty ... are artifacts of the very partisan politics they supposedly transcend."--Jacket.
Although academic freedom in teaching and learning methods is crucial to a nation’s growth, the concept comes with
numerous misnomers and is subjected to much academic debate and doubt. This volume maps out how truth and
intellectual integrity remain the fundamental principle on which the foundation of a university should be laid.
The Shakespeare Conspiracy Historical Fiction TWO QUESTIONS HAVE ALWAYS PLAGUED HISTORIANS: HOW
COULD Christopher Marlowe, a known spy and England's foremost playwright, be suspiciously murdered and quickly
buried in an unmarked grave — just days before he was to be tried for treason? HOW COULD William Shakespeare
replace Marlowe as England's greatest playwright virtually overnight — when Shakespeare had never written anything
before and was merely an unknown actor? Historians have noted that the Bard of Stratford was better known at that time
“for holding horses for the gentry while they watched plays.” The Shakespeare Conspiracy is a historical novel that
intertwines the two mysteries and then puts the pieces together to offer the only possible resolution. The novel, a wild
romp through gay 16th Century Elizabethan England, is a rapidly unfolding detective story filled with comedy, intrigue,
murder and illicit love. And most importantly, all recorded events, persons, dates and documents are historically accurate.
You will... Get the scandalous view of the real William Shakespeare, with his sexual peccadilloes, illegitimate children
and mistresses... Wander through the gay world of Christopher Marlowe, when it was acceptable to be homosexual just
so long as one stayed within one's own class — as did Kings like James I, Edward II, and others... Observe Inspector
Henry Maunder matching wits with Christopher Marlowe's patron, Sir Thomas Walsingham — one cleverly hiding the facts
and other cunningly discovering the truth... Watch the arguments unfold, showing the actual reasons that many historians
believe that it could only have been Christopher Marlowe writing all those great works. It's a tale of murder, mayhem and
manhunts in the underbelly of London as the Black Plague scourges the country and the greatest conspiracy plot of all
time is hatched. It's... The Shakespeare Conspiracy! www.ShakespeareConspiracy.com
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